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Abstract—This work falls within the framework of the
Arabic natural language processing. We are interested in
parsing Arabic texts. Existing parsers generate parse trees
that give an idea about the structure of the sentence
without considering the syntactic functions specific to the
Arabic language. Thus, the results are still insufficient in
terms of syntactic information. The system we have
developed in this article takes into consideration all these
syntactic functions. This system begins with a
morphological analysis in the context. Then, it uses a
CFG grammar to extract the phrases and ends by
exploiting the formalism of unification grammar and
traditional grammar to combine these phrases and
generate the final sentence structure.
Index Terms—POS tagger, Parser, Arabic phrase,
grammar, syntax tree, syntactic functions.

adopted techniques used for English and do not take into
account the specificities of the Arabic language. Thus, if
we consider the outputs of the Stanford parser1 related to
the analysis of the four simple sentences of Table 1, we
notice that we have no information about the subject
(\ اىَجزذأAlmbtd>2\) or the predicate (\ اىخجشAlxbr\) of the
first two sentences of the table. The analyzer does not
distinguish between the words \ عؼٍذاsEdA\ (happy) and
ً\ قبدqdm\ (coming), while they play two different
syntactic roles: predicate for the first and circumstantial
phrase (\ اىحبهAlHAl\) for the second. For the last two
examples, the system generates the same tree consisting
of a single phrase despite the difference between them.
Indeed, the third example is a complete sentence
composed of two phrases that are the subject \ اى٘ىذAlwld\
(the boy) and the predicate ٌ\ ٍجزغmbtsm\ (smiling), while
the last example is not a complete sentence but only a
phrase composed of a noun  اى٘ىذand its adjective ٌاىَجزغ
\Almbtsm\ (the smiling).

I. INTRODUCTION
Parsing is a fundamental step to the design of several
applications in Arabic natural language processing such
as spelling and grammar checker, information retrieval,
automatic generation of sentences, machine translation,
conversion information system and Querying Database
[1,2].
Parsing a sentence is usually a tricky task. It is more
complex with languages whose morphology and syntax is
very rich, as in the case of the Arabic language. This
explains the challenges that face the development of
automatic systems allowing to carry out a syntactic
analysis.
Arabic parsers have been reported in [3,4] All these
initiatives use grammars created manually. Recently,
Arabic Treebank (ATB) was used to improve the
performance of the syntactic analysis since it covers
widely the Arabic language [5].
Similarly, approaches based on statistical treatment
have been developed [6]. However, these analyzers have
Copyright © 2017 MECS

Table 1. Result the analysis of four examples by the Stanford parser
N

Sentence

1

اى٘ىذ قبدً عؼٍذا
\Alwld qAdm sEydA\
(The boy is coming happy)

2

ًاى٘ىذ عؼٍذا قبد
\Alwld sEydA qAdm \
(The boy is coming happy)

3

4

ٌاى٘ىذ ٍجزغ
\Alwld mbtsm\
(The boy is smiling)
ٌاى٘ىذ اىَجزغ
\Alwld Almbts\
(The smiling boy)

Result
(ROOT
(S
(NP (DTNN ))اى٘ىذ
(ADJP (JJ ً( )قبدJJ ))))عؼٍذا
(ROOT
(S
(NP (DTNN ))اى٘ىذ
(ADJP (JJ ( )عؼٍذاJJ ً))))قبد
(ROOT
(NP (DTNN ( )اى٘ىذDTJJ
ٌ)))ٍجزغ
(ROOT
(NP (DTNN ( )اى٘ىذDTJJ
ٌ)))اىَجزغ

Unlike the other parsers, which have adopted
annotations derived from those introduced by English

2

1
https://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.html
Buckwalter transliteration http://www.qamus.org/transliteration.htm
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treebanks, we have opted for annotations and terminology
inspired by classic grammatical analyzes of the Arabic
language.
The paper is organized as follows. We recall in the
following section the previous works and the different
approaches used to build parsers. We give in the third
section an overview of the POS tagger Alkhalil [7] used
in the first phase of our system. The fourth section is
devoted to a description of the adopted method and the
evaluation is detailed in the fifth section. We end the
paper with a conclusion.

II. STATE OF THE ART
Parsers based on machine learning can be grouped into
two main categories: rule-based systems [8-10] and
systems using statistical approaches [11]. Before
presenting the main parsers developed for the Arabic
language, we will recall two grammars used by these
parsers.




Constituency grammar: The American linguist
Noam Chomsky [12] initiated the phrase structure
grammar. In this formalism, the sentence is
considered as the juxtaposition of syntactic units,
called phrases, themselves decomposable into
simpler syntactic units.
Dependency grammar: This model is based on the
theory developed by the works of the French
linguist Lucien Tesnière [13,14]. The analysis
system takes into account the dependencies
between the different elements of the sentence.

simple nominal and verbal Arabic sentences. They used
the CFG grammar to represent Arabic grammar.
According to their article, the system tested on 36
nominal sentences reached an accuracy of 97.2%, and
when tested on 34 verbal sentences the accuracy was
equal to 91.2%.
B. Statistical phrasal parsing
These parsers are usually based on Treebank to achieve
the training phase [18]. Thus, Kulick‗s team [19] a parser
based on the analysis of the PATB (Penn Arabic
Treebank) by the use of Bikel analyser [6]. Their
evaluation of the system gave an F1-score of 74% for
Arabic language. Similarly, a Stanford University team
extended the parser developed for English to other
languages (Arabic, Chinese, German, French, ...). This
parser is constantly improved and is distributed freely on
the Stanford University website [20]. Its principle is
based on the combination of two models: the phrasal
model and the dependency model, and uses the PATB as
training corpus. Finally, the Berkeley group from the
University of California developed the Berkeley parser
[21]. This analyzer can learn other grammars from a
treebank. It is freely distributed.
To evaluate these three analyzers (Stanford parser,
Bikel parser and Berkeley parser), Green and Manning [5]
have experimented them on the PATB. They calculated
the accuracy of each parser based on the leaf-ancestor
metric [22] instead of Parseval metric [23] The obtained
results, which are presented in Table 2, show that the
Berkely parser achieves the best accuracy that is in the
order of 83.1%.
Table 2. Evaluation of the Three Parsers

We give below an overall idea about the different
works in this field.
A. Rule-based Parser
This type of parsers is based on grammatical rules to
build the structure of the sentence [9,15]. Thus, Attia's
team developed in [16] a parser using XLE environment
(Xerox Linguistics Environment). This environment
captures the rules of grammar and notations following the
Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG grammar). They also
provided a description of the main syntactic structures of
the Arabic language in the framework of LFG grammars.
According to the developers of this analyzer, the parser
reaches a coverage of 92%. It should be noted that this
parser used annotations imported from Universal
Grammar such as 'modifier' and 'specifier', and this is not
suited to the traditional grammar. Similarly, Othman et al.
developed a chart parser to analyze Arabic sentences by
using the formalism of unification-based grammar [8].
The grammar used is implemented in SICStus Prolog
3.10. It is composed of 170 rules divided into 22 groups,
each of which is a grammatical category. Nadim‘s team
[19] implemented a parser based on Context Free
Grammar (CFG grammar) to analyze the structures of the
Arabic sentences respecting GB theory (Government and
Binding) of Chomsky. Finally, Al-Taani et al. developed
in [15] a chart parser from top to bottom to analyze
Copyright © 2017 MECS

Parser

Stanford

Bikel

Berkeley

Accuracy

0.802

0.775

0.831

C. Statistical dependency parsing
Most recent works focused on the dependency
grammars that give a representation better suited to
languages characterized by a relatively free word order in
the sentence, which Arabic language belongs. The
majority of these works are based on the MALT Parser
system. The latter is used to train dependency syntactic
analyzers from an annotated corpus. The system learns to
project syntactic and morphosyntactic features on
analysis decisions (shift, reduce, creation of dependency
arcs). It is a free system implanted in Java and available
at http://w3.msi.vxu.se/~nivre/ research / MaltParser.html.
One of the potential benefits of data-driven approaches
to natural language is that they can be generalized to new
languages provided that the necessary linguistic resources
are available. However, it is difficult in practice to realize
this passage if the models are applied to a particular
language that uses its own linguistic annotations. Thus,
several studies have reported an increase in the error rate
when applying statistical analyzers developed for English
to other languages [24-26].
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D. Hybrid parser
Other systems try to combine the constituency and
dependency parsing in order to improve the analysis
results. Thus, the Stanford team [20] implemented classes
that combine these two models.
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in the same sentence.
In addition to these two categories, these models only
use two rules of reduction in order to judge whether a
sentence is syntactically correct or not.
(1) Right reduction
x/y

y

→ x

y\x

→ x

III. ALKHALIL POS TAGGER
Alkhalil POS Tagger is an Arabic morphosyntactic
tagger. It uses a very rich tag set composed of 27 basic
tags to which are combined a number of proclitics and
enclitics giving a set of 82 tags. The adoption of this tag
set have facilitated the analysis of clitics attached to
words [7].
This system meets the needs of many applications of
Arabic NLP. It is based on the morphological analyzer
Alkhalil Morpho Sys [27] and the hidden Markov models.
Learning and testing phases were carried out using the
Nemlar corpus [28].
This POS Tagger uses annotations to describe phrases
composed of words attached to clitics. It also provides the
syntactic function of clitics, which will be very useful for
the identification of the phrases and their combinations.
For example, the phrases ىٖب, ٔى, ٌٖ ث,ٌ\( ىنlhA\, \lh\, \bhm\,
\lkm\; to her, to his, with them, to you) have all the tag
(jarWamajrour )جبس ٍٗجشٗس. Similarly, the analysis of the
three words ٓعبػذ,  عبػذاand ٓ\( عبػذاsAEdh\, \sAEdA\,
\sAEdAh\,; he helps him, they help, they help him) by this
POS Tagger gives respectively the tags (VerbPAst +
Object: ٔ ٍفؼ٘ه ث+  )فؼو ٍبع, (VerbPast + Subject: فؼو ٍبع
 فبػو+) and (Verbpast + Subject + Object:  فبػو+ فؼو ٍبع
ٔ ٍفؼ٘ه ث+).

IV. METHOD DESCRIPTION
Our approach is inspired by both the works of
Chomsky [12] and those of Sibawayh [29]. These two
linguists had given different but not contradictory
analyzes. These analyzes are rather complementary and
even similar in many parts.
Given the particularities of the Arabic language, we
believe it cannot be represented only by a rewrite rule
system (CFG grammar, LFG grammar, Generalized
phrase structure grammar (GPSG), phrase structure
grammar Guided by the Heads (HPSG)). We believe it is
necessary to consider, in addition to these grammars, the
formalisms of the categorical grammars that resemble the
al3amil theory of ancient Arab grammarians [30]. This
will allow us to represent the majority of phenomena
specific to the Arabic language.
We recall that the origins of the categorical grammars
appear in the works of Husserl [31], which has
distinguished between categorematic expression and the
syncategorematic expressions. Then, several models as
those of Ajdukiewicz [32] and of Bar-Hillel [33], which
distinguish between basic categories (atomic) and
operators categories (functor category), formalized this
idea. These express the grammatical link between words
Copyright © 2017 MECS

(2) Left reduction
y

The example below shows how we apply this model to
the sentence \ اىزيٍَز ٌقشأ اىذسطAltlmy* yqr> Aldrs\ (the
student reads the lesson).
اىذسط
N

ٌقشأ
(N\S)/N

اىزيٍَز
N
(N\S)

S
The functor category (N\S)/N means that the word ٌقشأ
expects a noun phrase to its left and another to its right.
The example below shows that the application of the
reduction rules gives the symbol of the basic category "S",
which proves that the sentence is correct.
Clearly, these categorical grammars perfectly describe
the al3amil theory of classic Arabic grammarians.
Our approach uses both formalism in two juxtaposed
phases.




Phrasal phase: based on the characteristics of the
Arabic language, the system uses rewrite rules to
create nominal, adjectival and prepositional
phrases.
Categorical phase: the system uses the concepts of
the categorical and classical grammars to complete
the analysis of the sentence. Functors of our
system will be the categories that can act on two
arguments: verbs, the verb Kaana and sisters, Inna
and sisters, …).

This decomposition allowed us to:





greatly reduce the number of rewrite rules;
improve the program complexity;
use the characteristics of the classical grammar;
separate the creation stage of nominal, adjectival
and prepositional phrases from that identifying the
relationship between these phrases and their
syntactic functions.

The Arabic language is distinguished from several
other languages by the wide flexibility that allows words
to change positions without changing their syntactic roles,
nor the meaning of the sentence. Thus, the phrases can
change their position in the sentence and words can be
combined without the need for prepositions (the genitive
construction: \ اإلضبفخAl<DAfp\). This generates
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 8, 11-24
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additional difficulties in parsing sentences. Similarly, it
partly explains the limitations of approaches that project
on the Arabic language the methods developed for the
English language.
In the Arabic language, the nominal sentence is
composed of two main phrases: the first is the subject of
the sentence and is often placed at the beginning of the
sentence. The second is the predicate that provides
information on the subject and is placed in the most cases
after the subject. However, the multitude of different
syntagmatic forms that can have the predicate (adverb of
time or place, prepositional phrase, verbal sentence,
nominal sentence) make the identification of these two
entities difficult. In addition, the position before the
subject that the predicate can sometimes have makes
more delicate the analysis of the sentence.
Unlike the nominal sentence, these phrases still play
secondary roles in the construction of verbal sentences.
In the examples below, the phrase \ فً اىفظوfy AlfSl\ (in
the class) in the first sentence, which is verbal, cannot
replace the object or the subject of the verb. Therefore,
the sentence remains correct without this phrase.
However, if we eliminate this phrase in the second
sentence, which is nominal, the sentence becomes
incomplete.



Thus, in the sentence دخو ٍذٌش ٍذسعخ اىحً اىقشٌت إىى اىقبػخ
\dxl mdyr mdrsp Alhy Alqryb <lY AlqAEp\ (The principal
of the nearby neighborhood school entered the room), the
phrase  ٍذٌش ٍذسعخ اىحً اىقشٌتis a principal phrase whose
head  ٍذٌشplays the syntactic function subject of a verbal
sentence.
The secondary phrase is an additional phrase that
enriches the meaning of the sentence. The sentence will
therefore remain correct if this phrase is removed. The
head of this phrase plays one of the following syntactic
functions:










\ دخو أحَذ فً اىفظوdxl >Hmd fy AlfSl\ (Ahmed
entered the class)
>\ أحَذ فً اىفظوHmd fy AlfSl \ (Ahmed is in the
class)

Thus, we distinguish between two types of phrases:
principal and secondary.
The principal phrase is an indispensable phrase in the
sentence structure. The head of this phrase plays one of
the following syntactic functions:




the subject of a nominal sentence (\ اىَجزذأAlmbtd>\)
the predicate of a nominal sentence (\ اىخجشAlxbr\)
the subject of a verbal sentence (\ اىفبػوAlfAEl\)

Nominal sentence

edicate

the direct object of a verbal sentence (ٔاىَفؼ٘ه ث
\AlmfEwl bh\)

Appositive (\ اىجذهAlbdl\)‘
Strengthening (\ اىز٘مٍذAltwkyd\)
Circumstantial phrase (\ اىحبهAlHAl\)
Excepted, \( اىَغزضْىAlmstvnY\)
Adverb of time or place (ٍٔ\ اىَفؼ٘ه فAlmfEwl fyh\)
Unrestricted object (\ اىَفؼ٘ه اىَطيقAlmfEwl
AlmTlq\)
Concomitant object (ٔ\ اىَفؼ٘ه ٍؼAlmfEwl mEh\)
Causative object (ٔ\ اىَفؼ٘ه ىAlmfEwl lh\)
Accusative of specification (\ اىزٍٍَضAltmyyz\)

As we have explained, there are phrases that can play
principal roles in nominal sentences and secondary roles
in verbal sentences (adverb of time or place, prepositional
phrase).
As a result, simple nominal sentence consists of two
principal phrases with an unlimited number of secondary
phrases (see Fig. 1). Similarly, the number of principal
phrases for verbal sentences depend on the nature of the
sentence verb (transitive or intransitive).
The three figures below represent the three structures
of simple sentences. The dotted arrows represent
secondary phrases.

Verbal sentence with a
transitive verb

Subject

Subject

Verb

Verbal sentence with an
intransitive verb

Object

Subject

Verb

.
Fig. 1. Structures of three sentences

Note here that the order of the phrases may change.
Indeed, the predicate may precede the subject in the
nominal sentence and the object can precede the subject

Copyright © 2017 MECS

in the verbal sentence.
The different steps of the system that we have
developed are shown in Fig. 2 below.
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POS Tagger

P
H
R
A
S
A
L
S
T
E
P
P
r

Assignment of the syntactic roles
Creation of unitary branches
Linguistic rules
Creation of noun phrases
Selection of the optimal solution
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C
A
T
E
G
O
R
I
C
A
L

Creation of adjectival phrases
Generation of combinations
Creation of prepositional phrases

S
T
E
P

Fig.2. Steps of the system

We give in the following a detailed description of each
of these phases.
A. POS Tagger
The POS Tagger we described above provides us with
the most probable tag for each unit of the sentence by
exploiting its context.
B. Creation of Unitary Branches
In this part, the system uses the results of the previous
phase and some linguistic rules to create unitary branches
and judge whether the word may be principal or secondary.
For example of linguistic rules, if the POS Tagger
assigns to a word the DSifa tag (definite adjective), the
system creates for this word two unitary branches
i[DSifa]i+1 and i[DNo]i+1, where (i+1) is the position of the
word in the sentence. The first unitary branch will be used
in the creation step of adjectival phrases, and the second
branch may be a component of a definite annexation (see
examples of Table 3).

C. Creation of noun phrases
In this part, the system identifies all possible noun
phrases based on the genitive construction (اإلضبفخ
\Al<DAfp\). The genitive construction is the juxtaposition
of two nouns, so that the second completes the first ( مزبة
\ اىظذٌقktAb AlSdyq\ (the friend's book)).The genitive
construction can juxtapose more than two nouns ( مزبة
ً\ طذٌق أخktAb Sdyq >xy\ (a book of my brother's friend)).
In this case, all the nouns except the last are attached
neither to the definite article al (\ اه اىزؼشٌفAl AltEryf \) nor
to a pronoun and do not accept nounation (ٌِْ٘اىز
\Altnwyn\). We distinguish two types of genitive
construction: the definite and the indefinite genitive
construction.
An indefinite genitive construction is a noun phrase
consisting of a sequence of indefinite words (see example
in Fig. 3: \ رفبطٍو حنبٌخ ٍٖبجشtfASyl HykAyp mhAjr\ (details
of the history of an immigrant)).
It is generated by the following rules:

Table 3. Examples of unitary branches
Sentence

اىَجزٖذ ّشٍظ
\Almjthd n$yT\
(The assiduous is
active).

طذٌق اىَجزٖذ ّشٍظ
\Sdyq Almjthd
n$yT\
(The friend of the
assiduous is
active).
اىزيٍَز اىَجزٖذ ّشٍظ
\Altlmy* Almjthd
n$yT\
The assiduous
student is active.

Correct
unitary
branch

0

[DNo]1

1

[DNo]2

1

[DSifa]2

Justification
The word " "اىَجزٖذis the head of a
primary phrase. This is the subject of a
nominal sentence. The POS Tagger
provides the DSifa tag for this word.
However, the system needs a principal
phrase 0[DNo]1 that plays the role of a
subject in order to complete its analysis.
For this example, the POS Tagger
provides the DSifa tag for the word
""اىَجزٖذ, while the later does not play
the role of an adjective. It is part of a
genitive construction in which it plays
the role of an annexing (ٍٔ\ ٍضبف إىlDAf
<lyi\). Thus, the system creates a noun
phrase.

A
N_N

N_N | N_No
N_No + N_N | N_No

where
A: indefinite genitive construction
N_No: indefinite word.

The word " "اىَجزٖذis an adjective of an
adjectival phrase.

We recall that the unitary branch transfers its nature to
all phrases that will accept it as head.
Copyright © 2017 MECS

Fig.3. Example of indefinite annexation
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Similarly, a definite genitive case is a nominal
construction that ends with a definite noun preceded by a
series of indefinite words (see example in Fig. 4). It is
generated by the following rules:
D_N | D_No

DA

N_No + D_N | D_No | Alam | No_S

D_N

where
DA: definite genitive construction
DNo: definite word with the article al
No.S: definite word because it is attached to a pronoun
Alam: proper noun
DA

D. Creation of Adjectival Phrases
For adjectives, we adopted the definition given by the
ancient grammarians of the Arabic language, instead of
those given in previous works and inspired by English.
The adjectival phrase is a phrase composed of an
adjective preceded by a phrase that contains a noun
qualified by this adjective.
The adjective is called qualifier (\ ّؼذnEt\) or
describing (\ طفخSft\). The noun qualified or described by
this adjective is called qualified (\ ٍْؼ٘دmnEwt\) or
described (\ ٍ٘ط٘فmwSwf\).
Based on morphosyntactic information (nounation, the
definite article al, ...), we combine in this part the
adjectives with noun phrases that precede them directly.
The adjectival phrases can be definite or indefinite and are
generated by the following rules:

D_N
D_N

A + Sifa

AdjP

N_No

where
DAdjP: definite adjectival phrase
DSifa: definite adjective
AdjP: indefinite adjectival phrase
Sifa: indefinite adjective

N_No

D_No
اىزشثخ
\Altrbp\
(Soil)

DA + DSifa

DAdjP

D_N

خ٘اص
\xwAS\
(Properties)

ٍؼشفخ
\mErfp\
(Knowledge)

Fig.4. Example of definite annexation

Information on the type of a nominal genitive
construction is essential when seeking to combine it with
adjectives.
We recall here that the head of the phrase specifies
whether this is a principal or secondary phrase.

These rules generate branches that indicate that the
adjective describes a word of a genitive construction.
In Arabic, the describing is a word that often comes
after the described noun. However, in some cases, nouns
can be inserted between describing and described. In this
case, the described will be identified using the rule which
states that the describing must agree in case, number and
gender with the described (see examples of Fig. 5 ). In
case these rules fail in eliminating the ambiguity, the
system considers the head of the phrase that precedes the
describing as described of the latter.

DAdjP
DSifa

DAdjP
DSifa

DA

DA

D_N
D_N

D_N
N_No

D_N

D_No
اىغ٘داء
\AlswdA‘\
(Black)

اىزشثخ
\Altrbp\
(Soil)

N_No

D_No
خظبئض
\xSA}S\
(Properties)

اىَزؼذدح
\AlmtEddp\
(Various)

اىزشثخ
\Altrbp\
(Soil)

خظبئض
\xSA}S\
(Properties)

Fig.5. Examples of adjectival phrases

E. Creation of Prepositional Phrases
We combine each particle of the sentence (preposition:
\ حشف اىجشHrf Aljr\, conjunction: \ حشف اىؼطفHarf AlETf\,
Copyright © 2017 MECS

exception particle: >\ أداح اعزضْبءdAt AstvnA’\) with the
nominal or adjectival phrase that follows this particle to
get a phrase with the syntactic function of the particle.
In nominal sentences, phrases whose head is a
I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2017, 8, 11-24
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preposition or an exception particle can play the role of a
principal or secondary phrase (see examples of Table 4)
Table 4. Examples of prepositional phrases

Sentence

Syntactic function
The expression ٌ فً اىقغis a principal
ٌاىزيٍَز فً اىقغ
phrase. It plays the role of a
\Altlmy* fy Alqsm\
predicate that is an indispensable
The student is in the
element
for
the
sentence
classroom.
decomposition.
The sentence remains complete
ٌاىزيٍَز ّشٍظ فً اىقغ
without the prepositional phrase ًف
\Altlmy* n$yT fy Alqsm\
ٌاىقغ, which is secondary. The
The student is active
phrase  ّشٍظplays the role of the
in the classroom.
predicate in this sentence.

often equal to two, and may in exceptional cases reach
the value three, we have developed an algorithm that
calculates the number of principal phrases in an Arabic
sentence previously segmented into phrases. For this, we
define for each phrase S two parameters (Ps,Qs) that we
will use later to determine the number of principal
phrases in each sentence. These parameters are defined as
follows:




F. Generation of combinations
After identifying phrases, the system searches all
possible combinations of the sentence. As it is known that
the number of principal phrases in a nominal sentence is
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(Ps,Qs) = (1,0) when the phrase S is always
primary.
(Ps,Qs) = (1,1) if the phrase S may be primary or
secondary depending on its position in the
sentence.
(Ps,Qs) = (0,0) if the phrase S may in no case be a
principal phrase.

The following table gives the values of (Ps,Qs)
assigned to the unit phrases according to the basic tag
proposed by the POS Tagger.

Table 5. Values of (P,Q) assigned to the unitary branches
Tag
Past tense
Present tense
(Imperfect verb)

Tag
symbol
VePa

Tag in
Arabic
فؼو ٍبع

VeP

ٍضبسع
فؼو
ِ

(0,0)

قبه

Preposition

Tag
symbol
Pr

(0,0)

رذٗس

Coordinating + conjunction

Co

Articles within syntactic
effect
Vocative particle
Particles that make the
imperfect verb in the
subjunctive

(Ps,QS) Example

Tag

Tag in
Arabic
حشْ ف َجش
حشف ػطف

Interj

حشف غٍش
ػبٍو
حشف ّذاء

PaNs

طت
ِ حشف ّب

(Ps,QS) Example
(0,0)

ِػ

(0,0)

ِ ىن, ثو,ٗأ

(0,0)

 أٍب, قذ,أي

(0,0)

ٌب

(0,0)

ُأ

(0,0)

ال

(1,1)

إال

Imperative verb

VeIm

فؼو أٍش

(0,0)

ٌّ

Det+Noun

Dno

اعٌ ٍؼشف

(1,0)

اىؼشت

Noun

N_No

ٌاع

(1,0)

سجو

Proper noun

Alam

ٌػي

(1,1)

ػَش

Prohibition or negative

La

Det+ Adjective

DSifa

طفخ ٍؼشفخ

(1,1)

اىٍبثظ

Ex

Adjective

Sifa

طفخ

(1,1)

حبٍو

Exception particle
Particles that make the subject
of the nominal sentence in 2nd
Arabic syntactic case

ٗال اىْبٍٕخ أ
اىْبفٍخ
أداح اعزضْبء

PNa

حشف ّب ِعخ

(0,0)

ُأ

NoDP

اعٌ إشبسح

(0,0)

رىل

Det+ abbreviation

DAbrv

ٍخزظش ٍؼشف

(1,1)

اَس

NoRP

اعٌ ٍ٘ط٘ه

(0,0)

ًاىز

Abrv

ٍخزظش

(1,1)

ًث

اعٌ رفضٍو

(1,1)

أشؼش

CJ

ًحشف جض

(0,0)

ٌى

(1,1)

األحذة

Abbreviation
Particles that make the
imperfect verb in the jussive
Preposition+Pronoun
Compound

PCo

جبس ٍٗجشٗس

(1,1)

ٔى

(1,1)

رحذ

NounInfinit

NounInfinit

ٍظذس

(1,1)

ضشة

Demonstrative
pronoun
Relative pronoun
Comparative

Compa

Det +comparative

DCompa

Time or location
adverb

Dz

اعٌ رفضٍو
ٍؼشف
ُظَشف صٍب
ُأٗ ٍنب

The unitary branch composed of the noun \ سجوrjl\ (a
man) is always principal because all phrases that accept
this word as head necessarily play a principal role.
However, the phrases that accept the proper noun ػَش
\Emr\ (Omar) as head will have the opportunity to play
both roles. Indeed, a noun can play the secondary
syntactic role of appositive, as it can play a principal role.
The example of the following two sentences illustrates
these two cases:


\ اىخيٍفخ ػَشػبدهAlxlyfp Emr EAdl\ (The caliph
Omar is impartial)

Copyright © 2017 MECS



Ns

\ ػَش ػبدهEmr EAdl\ (Omar is impartial)

Similarly, for a sentence Ph decomposed into phrases
(Si)1≤i≤k, we note:
(CP, CQ) =(∑

∑

)

(1)

where Cp is the number of phrases suggested to be
principal, and of which CQ phrases may be secondary.
The steps of the following figure will allow the system
to specify the nature of this sentence.
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All phrases

Possible combinations

Generate all combinations

Search combinations
that satisfy (CP-3)≤ CQ
Yes

Select combinations that satisfy (CP-2)≤ CQ

No

Card(Ω‘)=0
Ω =Set of combinations
Ω‘= Set of combinations
Yes

Card(Ω)=0

Check the rules of classical grammar

No
Fig.6. Generation of possible combinations

We will give below some examples to illustrate the
different steps of this algorithm.
Example 1: ٔ\ ٍذٌش ٍذسعخ اىحً سجو ػظٌٍ ثأػَبىmdyr mdrsp
Alhy rjl Edym b>EmAlh\ (The director of the

neighborhood school is a great man thanks to his work).
By analyzing this sentence, the system provides in the
beginning the following different unitary branches:

Table 6. Possible unitary branches
ٔثأػَبى

Sentence
Unitary
branche
(Ps,Qs)
Unitary
branche
(Ps,Qs)

Results of the POS Tagger
additional opportunities
following the linguistic rules

5

ٌٍػظ

[Pr.No.S]6

4

(1,1)

سجو

[Sifa]5

3

(1,1)
4

[N_No]4
(1,0)

ًاىح
2

[DNo]3

ٍذسعخ
1

[N_No]2

(1,0)

0

(1,0)

[N_No]5

[Sifa]1
(1,0)

0

(1,0)

Since the Arabic sentences do not begin with a
qualifier, the SIFA tag of the word  ٍذٌشwill not be taken
into account. Using the rules for generating nominal,

ٍذٌش

[N_No]1
(1,1)

adjectival and prepositional phrases (see sections c, d and
e), we get the following phrases:

Table 7. Possible phrases
ٔثأػَبى

Sentence

ٌٍػظ

سجو
ٌٍسجو ػظ
3[A]5, (1,0)

ًاىح

ٍذسعخ

ٍذٌش

ًٍذسعخ اىح
1[DA]3, (1,0)
ٍذٌش ٍذسعخ
[A]2, (1,0)
ًٍذٌش ٍذسعخ اىح
0[DA]3, (1,0)

Noun phrases

0

adjectival phrases
3

prepositional phrases
5

ٌٍسجو ػظ
[AdjP]5, (1,0)

ٔثأػَبى
[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)

where (i+1) and k in i[ ]k denote respectively the position
of the first word and the last word of the phrase.

Copyright © 2017 MECS

We present in the following table all possible
combinations:
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Table 8. Possible combinations of phrases

Generation of combinations

Sentence

ٔثأػَبى
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)
ٔثأػَبى
5[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)

5

ٔثأػَبى
[Pr.No.S]6, (1,1)

ٌٍػظ
سجو
ٌٍػظ
سجو
4[No]5, (1,0)
3[No]4, (1,0)
ٌٍػظ
سجو
4[Sifa]5, (1,0)
3[No]4, (1,0)
ٌٍسجو ػظ
3[A]5, (1,0)
ٌٍسجو ػظ
3[AdjP]5, (1,0)
ٌٍػظ
سجو
4[No]5, (1,0)
3[No]4, (1,0)
ٌٍػظ
سجو
4[Sifa]5, (1,0)
3[No]4, (1,0)
ٌٍسجو ػظ
3[[A]5, (1,0)
ٌٍسجو ػظ
3[[AdjP]5, (1,0)
ٌٍػظ
سجو
4[No]5, (1,0)
3[No]4, (1,0)
ٌٍػظ
سجو
4[Sifa]5, (1,0)
3[No]4, (1,0)
ٌٍسجو ػظ
3[A]5, (1,0)
ٌٍسجو ػظ
3[AdjP]5, (1,0)
ٌٍػظ
سجو
4[No]5, (1,0)
3[No]4, (1,0)
ٌٍػظ
سجو
4[Sifa]5, (1,0)
3[No]4, (1,0)
ٌٍسجو ػظ
3[A]5, (1,0)

ًاىح
ٍذسعخ
ٍذٌش
ًاىح
ٍذسعخ
ٍذٌش
2[DNo]3, (1,0)
1[No]2, (1,0)
0[No]1, (1,0)
ًاىح
ٍذسعخ
ٍذٌش
2[DNo]3, (1,0)
1[No]2, (1,0)
0[No]1, (1,0)
ًاىح
ٍذسعخ
ٍذٌش
2[DNo]3, (1,0)
1[No]2, (1,0)
0[No]1, (1,0)
ًاىح
ٍذسعخ
ٍذٌش
2[DNo]3, (1,0)
1[No]2, (1,0)
0[No]1, (1,0)
ًٍذسعخ اىح
ٍذٌش
1[DA]3, (1,0)
0[No]1, (1,0)
ًٍذسعخ اىح
ٍذٌش
1[DA]3, (1,0)
0[No]1 ,(1,0)
ًٍذسعخ اىح
ٍذٌش
1[DA]3, (1,0)
0[No]1, (1,0)
ًٍذسعخ اىح
ٍذٌش
1[DA]3, (1,0)
0[No]1, (1,0)
ًاىح
ٍذٌش ٍذسعخ
2[DNo]3, (1,0)
0[A]2, (1,0)
ًاىح
ٍذٌش ٍذسعخ
2[DNo]3, (1,0)
0[A]2, (1,0)
ًاىح
ٍذٌش ٍذسعخ
2[DNo]3, (1,0)
0[A]2, (1,0)
ًاىح
ٍذٌش ٍذسعخ
2[DNo]3, (1,0)
0[A]2, (1,0)
ًٍذٌش ٍذسعخ اىح
0[DA]3, (1,0)
ًٍذٌش ٍذسعخ اىح
0[DA]3, (1,0)
ًٍذٌش ٍذسعخ اىح
0[DA]3, (1,0)

ٌٍسجو ػظ
[AdjP]5, (1,0)

ًٍذٌش ٍذسعخ اىح
0[DA]3, (1,0)

3

As the last two combinations are the only ones to
check the condition CP-2≤CQ (therefore Card(Ω) ≠ 0),
they will be the only solutions returned by the system.
Each of these two potential solutions has two main
phrases (the first one is the subject and the second is the
predicate), and the third is necessarily secondary.
G. Select the optimal solution
The system uses several priority criteria to choose the
best combination among the proposals generated during
the previous phase. For example, we quote:




the system favors combinations with a reduced
number of phrases;
the system favors the prepositional phrase ( جبس
\ ٍٗجشٗسjAr w mjrwr\) on the appositive phrase to
be a principal;
the system favors the adjectival phrase on the noun
phrase when the described agrees with the
adjective in number, gender and type (defined or
indefinite).

(Cp,CQ)
(6,1)
(6,1)
(5,1)
(5,1)
(5,1)
(5,1)
(4,1)
(4,1)
(5,1)
(5,1)
(4,1)
(4,1)
(4,1)
(4,1)
(3,1)

(3,1)

(The boy Mohammed is in the classroom).
For this example, the system generates a single
combination.
Table 9. Possible combinations of phrases
Sentence
Suggested
combinations

2

ٌفً اىقغ
[Pr.Dno]3,
(1,1)

1

ٍحَذ
[Alam]2,
(1,1)

0

اى٘ىذ
[DNo]1,
(1,0)

(CP,CQ)
(3,1)

The condition CP-2≤CQ is satisfied and the sentence
already contains the phrase  اى٘ىذdefinitively considered
principal. The second principal phrase will be ٌ فً اىقغand
not ٍحَذ, because the system favors the prepositional
phrase on the appositive phrase to be principal.
Example 3: ًمبُ ىألٗقبف أٗ اىحج٘ط اإلعالٍٍخ دٗس جيٍو ف
\ اىحضبسح اإلعالٍٍخkAn ll>wqAf >w AlHbws Al<slAmyp
dwr jlyl fy AlHDArp Al<slAmyp\ (The awqaf or the
Islamic Hobous had a crucial role in the Islamic
civilization).
After analysis, the only solutions satisfying the
condition (CP-2≤CQ) are presented below:

Example 2: ٌ\ اى٘ىذ ٍحَذ فً اىقغAlwld mHmd fy Alqsm\

Copyright © 2017 MECS
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Table 10. Possible combinations of phrases satisfying the condition CP-2≤CQ
Sentence

Suggested
combinations

فً اىحضبسح اإلعالٍٍخ
7[Pr.DNo]10,
(1,1)
7[Pr.DNo]10,
(1,1)
7[Pr.DNo]10,
(1,1)
7[Pr.DNo]10,
(1,1)

6

جيٍو
[N_No]7,
(1,0)

5

دٗس
[N_No]6,
(1,0)

[A]7,
(1,0)

5

6

[Sifa]7,
(1,1)
5

5

[N_No]6,
(1,0)

[AdjP]7,
(1,0)

For this example, the system chooses those whose
number of phrases is the smallest, so that for
(CP,CQ)=(3.2).
H. Assignment of syntactic roles
Once the principal phrases are selected, the system will
assign them their syntactic functions (subject or predicate).
The secondary phrases keep the syntactic function of their
heads, which were allocated during the creation of unitary
branches, and will be attached to their fathers according to
the syntactic functions.
Moreover, since the Arabic language allows the
predicate to precede the subject in some cases, we then set
a priority order for that a phrase plays the role of a subject.
This order was inferred from the rules of classical Arabic
grammar and is presented in the table below.
Table 11. Role priority
Phrase head

Priority

Pronoun (\ اىضٍَشAlDmyr\) ;
Demonstrative pronoun (\ اعٌ إشبسحAsm <$Arp\)

1

Proper noun (ٌ\ اعٌ ػيAsm Elm\)

2

definite noun with the definite article Al (اعٌ ٍؼشف ثبه
\Asm mErf bAl\)

3

definite adjective (\ طفخ ٍؼشفخSfp mErfp\)

4

indefinite noun (\ اعٌ ّنشحAsm nkrp\)

5

indefinite adjective ( \ طفخ ّنشحSfp nkrp\)

6

Asma‘ sadara ( \ أعَبء اىظذاسحAsm’ AlSdArp\)

7

Adverb of time or place (\ ظشفDrf\)
Prepositional phrase (\ جبس ٍٗجشٗسjAr wa mjrwr\)

8

Thus, if we consider the sentence "ٌ\ فً اىقغٌ ٍؼيfY
Alqsm mElm\ (a teacher is in class), then the system gives
us the following result:

اإلعالٍٍخ
اىحج٘ط
2[Pr.DNo]5,
(0,0)
2[Pr.DNo]5,
(0,0)
2[Pr.DNo]5,
(0,0)
2[Pr.DNo]5,
(0,0)

ٗ

ىألٗقبف
[Pr.DNo]2,
(1,1)
1[Pr.DNo]2,
(1,1)
1[Pr.DNo]2,
(1,1)
1[Pr.DNo]2,
(1,1)
1

ُمب
(Cp,CQ)
KAnSistersPast
(4,2)
(0,0)
KAnSistersPast
(3,2)
(0,0)
KAnSistersPast
(4,3)
(0,0)
KAnSistersPast
(3,2)
(0,0)

three principal phrases instead of two. This is especially
true when one of the noun phrases of the sentence is
attached to a pronoun. The following three examples
illustrate this phenomenon.
Example 1: \ اىشزبء ىٍئ طٌ٘وAl$tA’ lylh Twyl\ (The night
of winter is long)
By analyzing this sentence, the system provides a
unique combination of phrases:
Table 13. Possible unitary branches
طٌ٘و

Sentence
Results of the
POS Tagger
additional
opportunities
following the
linguistic rules

Unitary
branch
(Ps,Qs)
Unitary
branch
(Ps,Qs)

2

[Sifa]3
(1,1)

ٔىٍي
1

[DNo]2
(1,0)

اىشزبء
0

[DNo]1
(1,0)

2[N_No]3

(1,0)

The word  طٌ٘وcannot have the tag Sifa because this
word is indefinite, whereas the one that precedes it is
defined (defined by annexation because it is attached to a
pronoun). Moreover, since the only combination that
remains does not verify the property CP-2≤CQ (i.e.
Card(Ω)=0), the system automatically switches to
combinations composed of three principal phrases (i.e.
CP-3≤CQ). Thus, the solution proposed by the system will
consist of three principal phrases and no secondary
phrase. Using the role priority of Table 11, the first
phrase will be a subject and the phrase attached to the
pronoun a second subject. The last phrase is the predicate
of the second subject and the sentence composed of the
last two phrases is the predicate of the first subject. We
present in the following figure the results of analysis in
the form of a tree.

Table 12. Possible combinations of phrases
Sentence
Suggested
combinations

2

ٌٍؼي
[N_No]3,
(1,0)

ٌاىقغ
ًف
0[Pr.Dno]2,
(1,1)

(CP,CS)
(2,1)

The priority of the phrase ٌ ٍؼيis equal to 5 (because it
is an indeterminate noun), while that of ٌ فً اىقغis equal to
8 (because it is a prepositional phrase). Consequently, the
subject will be the phrase ٌ ٍؼيand the phrase ٌ فً اىقغwill
be the predicate.
It remains to note that even after the detection of
syntactic roles of the phrases, the system may reject the
outcome if the rules of Arabic grammar are not respected.
In this case, the system searches a new combination with
Copyright © 2017 MECS

Fig.7. Analysis of the sentence ‗‘اىشزبء ىٍئ طٌ٘و
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Example 2: ٔ\ اىشزبء طٌ٘و ىٍيAl$tA’ Twyl lylh\ (The
winter, its night is long)
The first stage of the system generates the following
result:

ٔىٍي

Results of the POS
Tagger
additional
opportunities
following the
linguistic rules

Unitary
branch
(Ps,Qs)
Unitary
branch

2

طٌ٘و

[DNo]3

1

(1,0)

[Sifa]2

اىشزبء
0

[DNo]1

(1,1)
1

(1,0)

[N_No]2

(Ps,Qs)

(1,0)

As the word  طٌ٘وcannot have the Sifa tag because this
word is indefinite whereas the one that precedes it is
defined, the unique combination verifying the property
CP-2≤CQ in this stage is:
Table 15. Possible combinations of phrases
Sentence
Suggested
combination

ٔىٍي

طٌ٘و

1[DA]3, (1,0)

0

اىشزبء
[DNo]1,
(1,0)

The analysis of this sentence generates in the
beginning the following combination:
Table 17. Possible unitary branches
Sentence

Table 14. Possible unitary branches
Sentence

21

(Cp,CQ)
(2,0)

As a predicate phrase with a derived head used for a
description should not be attached to a pronoun that refers
to the subject's head, it results the elimination of this
combination. Thus, since Card(Ω)=0 the system restarts
the search for three phrases. The only possible
combination is shown below:

Results of the POS
Tagger
additional
opportunities
following the
linguistic rules

Unitary
branche
(Ps,Qs)
Unitary
branche

2

(Ps,Qs)

ٍفٍذ

اىذسط

إػذادك

2[Sifa]3

1[DNo]2

0[DNo]1

(1,1)

(1,0)

(1,0)

[N_No]3
(1,0)

The word  ٍفٍذcannot have the tag Sifa for the same
reasons mentioned in the two previous examples.
The unique combination is composed of three principal
phrases that contain no pronoun referring to the subject's
head. However, the predicate cannot be a nominal
sentence as in the case of the two preceding examples.
Thus, the system links one of the last two phrases with
the one that has a head that can play the role of a verb
(\ اىَظذسAlmSdr\ (verbal noun), \ اعٌ اىفبػوAsm AlfAEl\
(active participle), \ اعٌ اىَفؼ٘هAsm AlmfEwl\ (passive
participle), \ اىظفخ اىَشجٖخ ثبعٌ اىفبػوAlSfp Alm$bhp bAsm
AlfAEl\). Therefore, the head of one of the three phrases
plays the role of a verb and the phrase that follows it
plays the role of a verbal subject or a direct object. In this
example, the verbal noun  إػذادكplays the role of the verb
as shown in the following tree:
Nominal sentence

Table 16. Possible combinations of phrases
Sentence
Suggested
combination

ٔىٍي
2[DA]3,
(1,0)

طٌ٘و
1[No]2,
(1,0)

اىشزبء
0[DNo]1,
(1,0)

(Cp,CS)
(3,0)

The role priority of Table 11 provides the following
tree.
Nominal sentence

Subject

Predicate

ٍفٍذ
\mfyd \
useful

Direct object

Subject

اىذسط
\ Aldrs\
the lesson

إػذادك
\<EdAdk\
Your preparation

Fig.9. Analysis of the sentence إػذادك اىذسط ٍفٍذ

جَيخ اعٍَخ
Nominal sentence

First subject

جَيخ اعٍَخ

اىَجزذأ األٗه

Second
subject

Predict of the
second subject

ٔىٍي
\lylh\
(its night)

طٌ٘و
\Twyl\
(long)

V. TESTING AND EVALUATION

اىشزبء
\Al$tA’\
(the winter)

Fig.8. Analysis of the sentence "ٔ"اىشزبء طٌ٘و ىٍي

Remark: the presence of the pronoun that refers to the
subject's head requires the conversion of a combination of
three principal phrases in a nested structure of two noun
phrases. Otherwise, the combination may be transformed
into other forms as shown in the following example.
Example 3: <\ إػذادك اىذسط ٍفٍذEdAdk Aldrs mfyd \
(Your preparation of the lesson is useful)
Copyright © 2017 MECS

To evaluate our system, we have used the Parseval
measure [23] usually utilized for components. We
calculate the recall and the accuracy of the components,
where a component is assumed correct if its type and the
types of its left and right neighbouring components are
correct.
Accuracy = number of correct components divided by
the total number of components produced by the analysis.
Recall = number of correct components divided by
the
.
F-score: combination of recall and precision
(
(

)
)

(2)
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We tested our system on a corpus of 200 nominal
sentences from the following three books:




\ األسثؼٍِ ٌّ٘ٗخAl>rbEyn nwwyp\
ًٍ\ اىجٍئخ ٗاىحفبظ ػيٍٖب ٍِ ٍْظ٘س إعالAlby}p wAlHfAZ
ElyhA mn mnZwr <slAmy\
ً\ اىذعز٘س اىَغشثAldstwr Almgrby\

These sentences were chosen by browsing the three
documents from right to left and keeping only the first
200 nominal sentences. They are composed of 1940
words, and the average number of words by sentence is
therefore equal to 9.7. We give in Table 18 some
examples of these sentences.
Table 18. Some examples of the selected sentences
Sentences

Book

. إَّب األػَبه ثبىٍْبد
.ٔ مبّذ ٕجشرٔ إىى هللا ٗسع٘ى
. ْاى ََ ْغؤُٗ ُه َػ ْْٖب أَ ْػيَ ٌَ ٍَِِ اىغَّبئِ ِو

األسثؼٍِ ٌّ٘ٗخ

. اإلعالً خبرٌ اىشعبالد اىشثبٍّخ إىً اىجشش
 مو إفغبد ٍجبشش ىيخظبئض اىؼضٌ٘خ أٗ اىحشاسٌخ أٗ اىجٍ٘ى٘جٍخ
.ٗاإلشؼبػٍخ ٍحشً ششػب
 ٍِ إٌٔ ٍظبدس ري٘س اىٍَبٓ فً اىؼظش اىحبضش اىَ٘اد اىَشؼخ
 مبّذ اىزفجٍشاد اىٌْ٘ٗخ ٗاىَفبػالد اىزسٌخ ٗدفِ ٍخيفبد اىَ٘اد
. ًاىَشؼخ ٗاىَ٘اد اىَشؼخ اىَغزؼَيخ فً األغشاع اىطجٍخ ٗاىظْبػ
.ٗفً ر٘ىٍذ اىطبقخ ٍظبدس أعبعٍخ ىزي٘س اىٍَبٓ ثبىَ٘اد اىَشؼخ

اىجٍئخ ٗاىحفبظ
ٍِ ػيٍٖب
ًٍٍْظ٘س إعال

 ٍغ، اىْظبً اىذعز٘سي ىيََينخ قبئٌ ػيى أعبط فظو اىغيظ
 ٗػيى ٍجبدئ،ر٘اصّٖب ٗرؼبّٖٗب ٗاىذٌَقشاطٍخ اىَ٘اطْخ ٗاىزشبسمٍخ
. ٗسثظ اىَغؤٗىٍخ ثبىَحبعجخ،اىحنبٍخ اىجٍذح
ً ٍزَضيخ ف، األٍخ فً حٍبرٖب اىؼبٍخ ٍغزْذح ػيى ص٘اثذ جبٍؼخ
 ٗاىَينٍخ، ٗاى٘حذح اى٘طٍْخ ٍزؼذدح اىشٗافذ،اىذٌِ اإلعالًٍ اىغَح
.ً ٗاالخزٍبس اىذٌَقشاط،اىذعز٘سٌخ
 ثبػزجبسٕب سطٍذا ٍشزشمب، األٍبصٌغٍخ أٌضب ىغخ سعٍَخ ىيذٗىخ
. ثذُٗ اعزضْبء،ىجٍَغ اىَغبسثخ

اىذعز٘س
ًاىَغشث

After analyzing this corpus, we found that some of the
errors are due to the verb tag generated by the POS tagger.
Indeed, the POS Tag has given the verb tag for 11
sentences among the 200 analyzed sentences. Since we
are interested in the analysis of nominal sentences in this
work, we will only give the results of the sentence
analysis where the verb tag does not appear among the
analysis outputs.
Table 19. Evaluation results
Indicator
Accuracy
Recall
f-score
Labeled accuracy
Labeled accuracy
Labeled f-score

value
0.9795%
0.9750%
0.9773%
0.9642%
0.9597%
0.9619%

The values of the f-score calculated according to the
preceding equation are given in Table 19. The analysis of
these results shows that the use of classical grammar has
a significant influence on the correct identification of
dependencies between words. It should also be noted that
the majority of failures are consequences of the erroneous
results of the pre-processing phases (segmentation and
Copyright © 2017 MECS

POS tagging).
These performances also show that the approach
adopted made it possible to achieve cooperation between
the different phases of analysis. Indeed, the analyzer
relies on the results of constructing non-atomic phrases to
reduce the search space by providing not only atomic
objects but also complex information. This greatly
reduces the number of ambiguities before assigning
syntactic roles.
Thus, our simple parser, which is composed of several
layers (unitary branches, phrases, syntactic relations),
yielded good results. The simplicity of its structure also
makes it possible to add easily and rapidly in one of its
layers new techniques, formalisms, priorities or statistical
calculations without influencing those used in the other
layers. This structure also allowed the system to correct
the analysis outputs by acting only on the local results of
a layer. These combined factors explain the good results
obtained by our system, and encourage us to extend this
approach to verbal sentences.
In addition, to the good results obtained compared with
those of the state of the art, our system uses tags and trees
own to Arabic language, and not deducted of treebanks
that follow the English annotations.
Note that a large part of the errors committed by the
POS Tag is due to the generation of Sifa and Dsifa tags
instead of No and DNo ttags. We solved this problem in
the phase of creating unitary branches by systematically
adding the No tag (respectively DNo tag) when the POS
Tag generates the Sifa tag (respectively DSifa tag).
Nevertheless, it is difficult to compare our results with
those of other systems that use different evaluation
measures and different test sets. This makes performance
comparison a very delicate task. However, we will
position our system in relation to the MADAMIRA
system [34] by analyzing some example.
The MADAMIRA system aims to identify the
superficial syntactic structure of a sentence. It is
interested only in simple nominal groups, each consisting
of a single noun or pronoun, including its potential
immediate adjectival groups, determinants, ... The system
does not specify the internal structure of phrases or their
syntactic functions. We present in the table below the
analysis results of the MADAMIRA system applied to
some examples.
Table 20. Some examples of the selected sentences
Sentences
ٌٍشٍخ اىقشٌخ اىحن
شٍخ اىقشٌخ اىؼظٍَخ
فً ٍؼشفخ خ٘اص
اىزشثخ

Analysis results
ٌٍ حن+ قشٌخ اه+ اه
شٍخ
Noun Phrase
Noun Phrase
 ػظٍَخ+ قشٌخ اه+ اه
شٍخ
Noun Phrase
Noun Phrase
 رشثخ+اه
خ٘اص
ٍؼشفخ
ًف
Noun
Noun
Noun
Prepositional
Phrase
Phrase
Phrase
Phrase

We note here that this system does not address the
phenomenon of genitive construction, while it creates
phrases such of (word + adjective). This does not comply
with the characteristics of the Arabic language that gives
priority to the annexation, then comes the description
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with adjectives. We also note that neglecting this
phenomenon affects the accuracy of the identification of
the adjectival phrases as shown in the examples above.
To confirm this, we analyze the two sentences we have
already presented in the previous sections by the
MADAMIRA system. We illustrate in Table 21 the
obtained results.

[4]

[5]

Table 21. Analysis results of two sentences by the Madamira system
Sentences
ٗمبُ ىألٗقبف أ
اىحج٘ط
اإلعالٍٍخ دٗس
ًجيٍو ف
اىحضبسح
اإلعالٍٍخ

دٗس
Noun
Phrase

سجو
ٌٍػظ
Noun
ٍذٌش ٍذسعخ
ٌٍ اىحً سجو ػظPhrase
ٔثأػَبى

Analysis results
 اٗقبف او+اه
 حج٘ط+اه
+ه
 اعالٍٍخ+ اهPrepositional
Noun
Phrase
Phrase
حضبسح+اه
ًف
اعالٍٍخ+اه
Prepositional
Noun
Phrase
Phrase

[6]
ُمب
Verb Phrase

[7]

[8]
جيٍو
Noun Phrase

ً ح+اه
Noun
Phrase

ٍذسعخ
Noun Phrase

ٍذٌش
Noun Phrase

ٓ
Noun
Phrase

أػَبه
Noun Phrase

ة
Prepositional
Phrase

It is clear that the MADAMIRA system encountered
many problems to identify the nominal phrases based on
genitive construction, and to recognize the adjectival
phrases.

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]

VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We presented in this paper a new method for parsing
the Arabic language based on the CFG grammar and rules
of ancient grammarians such as the number of principal
phrases in the sentence and the nature of secondary
phrases. This combination between the two schools has
enabled us to greatly reduce the number of generation
rules and to significantly decrease the number of
ambiguities. Moreover, the results obtained by our parser
are very satisfactory.
As future work, we plan to expand this research on
verbal sentences, and integrate it later in a hybrid method
based on a statistical model using different learning
techniques on a treebank that respects the characteristics
of the Arabic language.
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